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   CHECHEVULE   CHECHEVULE   CHECHEVULE
SPECIAL   AIRLINES STAFF MEMBERS   RATES   2012-2013SPECIAL   AIRLINES STAFF MEMBERS   RATES   2012-2013SPECIAL   AIRLINES STAFF MEMBERS   RATES   2012-2013SPECIAL   AIRLINES STAFF MEMBERS   RATES   2012-2013SPECIAL   AIRLINES STAFF MEMBERS   RATES   2012-2013SPECIAL   AIRLINES STAFF MEMBERS   RATES   2012-2013SPECIAL   AIRLINES STAFF MEMBERS   RATES   2012-2013SPECIAL   AIRLINES STAFF MEMBERS   RATES   2012-2013SPECIAL   AIRLINES STAFF MEMBERS   RATES   2012-2013SPECIAL   AIRLINES STAFF MEMBERS   RATES   2012-2013SPECIAL   AIRLINES STAFF MEMBERS   RATES   2012-2013

 RATES         Low Season        Low Season High SeasonHigh SeasonHigh Season Peak SeasonPeak Season
01/04 - 15/06 01/04 - 15/06 01/04 - 15/06 16/06 - 30/06; 01/09 - 20/12 & 01/03 - 31/0316/06 - 30/06; 01/09 - 20/12 & 01/03 - 31/0316/06 - 30/06; 01/09 - 20/12 & 01/03 - 31/0316/06 - 30/06; 01/09 - 20/12 & 01/03 - 31/0301/07 - 31/08 & 21/12 - 28/0201/07 - 31/08 & 21/12 - 28/0201/07 - 31/08 & 21/12 - 28/02

FB FB FB
Exclusive use of Che Che VuleExclusive use of Che Che VuleExclusive use of Che Che Vule $400 $500 $700

The above rates are for 4 Guest each Guest above the 4 US$75 extra per night on FB basisThe above rates are for 4 Guest each Guest above the 4 US$75 extra per night on FB basisThe above rates are for 4 Guest each Guest above the 4 US$75 extra per night on FB basisThe above rates are for 4 Guest each Guest above the 4 US$75 extra per night on FB basisThe above rates are for 4 Guest each Guest above the 4 US$75 extra per night on FB basisThe above rates are for 4 Guest each Guest above the 4 US$75 extra per night on FB basisThe above rates are for 4 Guest each Guest above the 4 US$75 extra per night on FB basisThe above rates are for 4 Guest each Guest above the 4 US$75 extra per night on FB basisThe above rates are for 4 Guest each Guest above the 4 US$75 extra per night on FB basisThe above rates are for 4 Guest each Guest above the 4 US$75 extra per night on FB basis

Child policy:Child policy:
For children sharing with 2 adults : 0 to 5 years free of charge;  6 to 12 years 50% of the above p.p. rateFor children sharing with 2 adults : 0 to 5 years free of charge;  6 to 12 years 50% of the above p.p. rateFor children sharing with 2 adults : 0 to 5 years free of charge;  6 to 12 years 50% of the above p.p. rateFor children sharing with 2 adults : 0 to 5 years free of charge;  6 to 12 years 50% of the above p.p. rateFor children sharing with 2 adults : 0 to 5 years free of charge;  6 to 12 years 50% of the above p.p. rateFor children sharing with 2 adults : 0 to 5 years free of charge;  6 to 12 years 50% of the above p.p. rateFor children sharing with 2 adults : 0 to 5 years free of charge;  6 to 12 years 50% of the above p.p. rateFor children sharing with 2 adults : 0 to 5 years free of charge;  6 to 12 years 50% of the above p.p. rateFor children sharing with 2 adults : 0 to 5 years free of charge;  6 to 12 years 50% of the above p.p. rateFor children sharing with 2 adults : 0 to 5 years free of charge;  6 to 12 years 50% of the above p.p. rateFor children sharing with 2 adults : 0 to 5 years free of charge;  6 to 12 years 50% of the above p.p. rate
and 12 to 16 years 75% of the above rateand 12 to 16 years 75% of the above rateand 12 to 16 years 75% of the above rateand 12 to 16 years 75% of the above rateand 12 to 16 years 75% of the above rate

LAST MINUTE SPECIAL RESIDENTS DEAL (BOOKED NOT BEFORE 15 DAYS OF THE ARRIVAL DATE)LAST MINUTE SPECIAL RESIDENTS DEAL (BOOKED NOT BEFORE 15 DAYS OF THE ARRIVAL DATE)LAST MINUTE SPECIAL RESIDENTS DEAL (BOOKED NOT BEFORE 15 DAYS OF THE ARRIVAL DATE)LAST MINUTE SPECIAL RESIDENTS DEAL (BOOKED NOT BEFORE 15 DAYS OF THE ARRIVAL DATE)LAST MINUTE SPECIAL RESIDENTS DEAL (BOOKED NOT BEFORE 15 DAYS OF THE ARRIVAL DATE)LAST MINUTE SPECIAL RESIDENTS DEAL (BOOKED NOT BEFORE 15 DAYS OF THE ARRIVAL DATE)LAST MINUTE SPECIAL RESIDENTS DEAL (BOOKED NOT BEFORE 15 DAYS OF THE ARRIVAL DATE)LAST MINUTE SPECIAL RESIDENTS DEAL (BOOKED NOT BEFORE 15 DAYS OF THE ARRIVAL DATE)LAST MINUTE SPECIAL RESIDENTS DEAL (BOOKED NOT BEFORE 15 DAYS OF THE ARRIVAL DATE)LAST MINUTE SPECIAL RESIDENTS DEAL (BOOKED NOT BEFORE 15 DAYS OF THE ARRIVAL DATE)LAST MINUTE SPECIAL RESIDENTS DEAL (BOOKED NOT BEFORE 15 DAYS OF THE ARRIVAL DATE)
       NOT AVAILABLE DURING PEAK SEASON        NOT AVAILABLE DURING PEAK SEASON        NOT AVAILABLE DURING PEAK SEASON        NOT AVAILABLE DURING PEAK SEASON        NOT AVAILABLE DURING PEAK SEASON 

USD 125 PER PERSON PER NIGHT ON FB BASISUSD 125 PER PERSON PER NIGHT ON FB BASISUSD 125 PER PERSON PER NIGHT ON FB BASISUSD 125 PER PERSON PER NIGHT ON FB BASISUSD 125 PER PERSON PER NIGHT ON FB BASISUSD 125 PER PERSON PER NIGHT ON FB BASIS
Child policy: the same is applicable as from aboveChild policy: the same is applicable as from aboveChild policy: the same is applicable as from aboveChild policy: the same is applicable as from aboveChild policy: the same is applicable as from aboveChild policy: the same is applicable as from above

Extras : USD
Transfer FROM / TO AIRPORT ( per minibus one way -max seven people)FROM / TO AIRPORT ( per minibus one way -max seven people)FROM / TO AIRPORT ( per minibus one way -max seven people)FROM / TO AIRPORT ( per minibus one way -max seven people)FROM / TO AIRPORT ( per minibus one way -max seven people)FROM / TO AIRPORT ( per minibus one way -max seven people)FROM / TO AIRPORT ( per minibus one way -max seven people) $80

  Terms & Conditions  Terms & Conditions  Terms & Conditions
A Standard bookingsStandard bookingsStandard bookings
A1 Bookings should be made by email to : info@chechevule.comBookings should be made by email to : info@chechevule.comBookings should be made by email to : info@chechevule.comBookings should be made by email to : info@chechevule.comBookings should be made by email to : info@chechevule.comBookings should be made by email to : info@chechevule.comBookings should be made by email to : info@chechevule.com
A2 Bookings can also be made by sending a voucher to the hotel reception.Bookings can also be made by sending a voucher to the hotel reception.Bookings can also be made by sending a voucher to the hotel reception.Bookings can also be made by sending a voucher to the hotel reception.Bookings can also be made by sending a voucher to the hotel reception.Bookings can also be made by sending a voucher to the hotel reception.Bookings can also be made by sending a voucher to the hotel reception.Bookings can also be made by sending a voucher to the hotel reception.
A3 By making a reservation the tour operator indicates full acceptance of these terms and conditions.By making a reservation the tour operator indicates full acceptance of these terms and conditions.By making a reservation the tour operator indicates full acceptance of these terms and conditions.By making a reservation the tour operator indicates full acceptance of these terms and conditions.By making a reservation the tour operator indicates full acceptance of these terms and conditions.By making a reservation the tour operator indicates full acceptance of these terms and conditions.By making a reservation the tour operator indicates full acceptance of these terms and conditions.By making a reservation the tour operator indicates full acceptance of these terms and conditions.By making a reservation the tour operator indicates full acceptance of these terms and conditions.By making a reservation the tour operator indicates full acceptance of these terms and conditions.
A4 All bookings must be fully paid 1 month prior arrival ( except where the booking agent has a credit account)All bookings must be fully paid 1 month prior arrival ( except where the booking agent has a credit account)All bookings must be fully paid 1 month prior arrival ( except where the booking agent has a credit account)All bookings must be fully paid 1 month prior arrival ( except where the booking agent has a credit account)All bookings must be fully paid 1 month prior arrival ( except where the booking agent has a credit account)All bookings must be fully paid 1 month prior arrival ( except where the booking agent has a credit account)All bookings must be fully paid 1 month prior arrival ( except where the booking agent has a credit account)All bookings must be fully paid 1 month prior arrival ( except where the booking agent has a credit account)All bookings must be fully paid 1 month prior arrival ( except where the booking agent has a credit account)All bookings must be fully paid 1 month prior arrival ( except where the booking agent has a credit account)All bookings must be fully paid 1 month prior arrival ( except where the booking agent has a credit account)
A5 When agent has a credit account payment must be paid within ten days of the following month.When agent has a credit account payment must be paid within ten days of the following month.When agent has a credit account payment must be paid within ten days of the following month.When agent has a credit account payment must be paid within ten days of the following month.When agent has a credit account payment must be paid within ten days of the following month.When agent has a credit account payment must be paid within ten days of the following month.When agent has a credit account payment must be paid within ten days of the following month.When agent has a credit account payment must be paid within ten days of the following month.When agent has a credit account payment must be paid within ten days of the following month.When agent has a credit account payment must be paid within ten days of the following month.
A6 The balance of payment for a reservation should be made either by the tour operator in advance of the arrival of the GuestsThe balance of payment for a reservation should be made either by the tour operator in advance of the arrival of the GuestsThe balance of payment for a reservation should be made either by the tour operator in advance of the arrival of the GuestsThe balance of payment for a reservation should be made either by the tour operator in advance of the arrival of the GuestsThe balance of payment for a reservation should be made either by the tour operator in advance of the arrival of the GuestsThe balance of payment for a reservation should be made either by the tour operator in advance of the arrival of the GuestsThe balance of payment for a reservation should be made either by the tour operator in advance of the arrival of the GuestsThe balance of payment for a reservation should be made either by the tour operator in advance of the arrival of the GuestsThe balance of payment for a reservation should be made either by the tour operator in advance of the arrival of the GuestsThe balance of payment for a reservation should be made either by the tour operator in advance of the arrival of the GuestsThe balance of payment for a reservation should be made either by the tour operator in advance of the arrival of the Guests

or by the Guests themselves on departure.or by the Guests themselves on departure.or by the Guests themselves on departure.or by the Guests themselves on departure.or by the Guests themselves on departure.
A7 If the booking is cancelled by the tour operator to the hotel according to the follow schedule:If the booking is cancelled by the tour operator to the hotel according to the follow schedule:If the booking is cancelled by the tour operator to the hotel according to the follow schedule:If the booking is cancelled by the tour operator to the hotel according to the follow schedule:If the booking is cancelled by the tour operator to the hotel according to the follow schedule:If the booking is cancelled by the tour operator to the hotel according to the follow schedule:If the booking is cancelled by the tour operator to the hotel according to the follow schedule:If the booking is cancelled by the tour operator to the hotel according to the follow schedule:If the booking is cancelled by the tour operator to the hotel according to the follow schedule:If the booking is cancelled by the tour operator to the hotel according to the follow schedule:

B Cancellation charges  ( cancellations accepted in writing only )Cancellation charges  ( cancellations accepted in writing only )Cancellation charges  ( cancellations accepted in writing only )Cancellation charges  ( cancellations accepted in writing only )Cancellation charges  ( cancellations accepted in writing only )Cancellation charges  ( cancellations accepted in writing only )Cancellation charges  ( cancellations accepted in writing only )
B1 Between 21 and 14 days of arrival Between 21 and 14 days of arrival Between 21 and 14 days of arrival Between 21 and 14 days of arrival 35%
B2 Between 14 and 7 days of arrival Between 14 and 7 days of arrival Between 14 and 7 days of arrival Between 14 and 7 days of arrival 50%
B3 Between 7 and 2 days of arrivalBetween 7 and 2 days of arrivalBetween 7 and 2 days of arrivalBetween 7 and 2 days of arrival 75%
B4 Less than 1 days ( including no-show)Less than 1 days ( including no-show)Less than 1 days ( including no-show)Less than 1 days ( including no-show) 100%

Time periods are measured from 18.00hrs on the day of arrival of the GuestsTime periods are measured from 18.00hrs on the day of arrival of the GuestsTime periods are measured from 18.00hrs on the day of arrival of the GuestsTime periods are measured from 18.00hrs on the day of arrival of the GuestsTime periods are measured from 18.00hrs on the day of arrival of the GuestsTime periods are measured from 18.00hrs on the day of arrival of the GuestsTime periods are measured from 18.00hrs on the day of arrival of the GuestsTime periods are measured from 18.00hrs on the day of arrival of the Guests

C Credit accountsCredit accounts
C1 Tour operators desiring to have credit accounts with the hotel should apply in writing to the Manager.Tour operators desiring to have credit accounts with the hotel should apply in writing to the Manager.Tour operators desiring to have credit accounts with the hotel should apply in writing to the Manager.Tour operators desiring to have credit accounts with the hotel should apply in writing to the Manager.Tour operators desiring to have credit accounts with the hotel should apply in writing to the Manager.Tour operators desiring to have credit accounts with the hotel should apply in writing to the Manager.Tour operators desiring to have credit accounts with the hotel should apply in writing to the Manager.Tour operators desiring to have credit accounts with the hotel should apply in writing to the Manager.Tour operators desiring to have credit accounts with the hotel should apply in writing to the Manager.Tour operators desiring to have credit accounts with the hotel should apply in writing to the Manager.Tour operators desiring to have credit accounts with the hotel should apply in writing to the Manager.
C2 Once a credit account has been establish, payment will fall due at the same time as a standard booking,Once a credit account has been establish, payment will fall due at the same time as a standard booking,Once a credit account has been establish, payment will fall due at the same time as a standard booking,Once a credit account has been establish, payment will fall due at the same time as a standard booking,Once a credit account has been establish, payment will fall due at the same time as a standard booking,Once a credit account has been establish, payment will fall due at the same time as a standard booking,Once a credit account has been establish, payment will fall due at the same time as a standard booking,Once a credit account has been establish, payment will fall due at the same time as a standard booking,Once a credit account has been establish, payment will fall due at the same time as a standard booking,Once a credit account has been establish, payment will fall due at the same time as a standard booking,Once a credit account has been establish, payment will fall due at the same time as a standard booking,

but payment will be by monthly account, with the total invoice falling due for payment on 15th of the following month.but payment will be by monthly account, with the total invoice falling due for payment on 15th of the following month.but payment will be by monthly account, with the total invoice falling due for payment on 15th of the following month.but payment will be by monthly account, with the total invoice falling due for payment on 15th of the following month.but payment will be by monthly account, with the total invoice falling due for payment on 15th of the following month.but payment will be by monthly account, with the total invoice falling due for payment on 15th of the following month.but payment will be by monthly account, with the total invoice falling due for payment on 15th of the following month.but payment will be by monthly account, with the total invoice falling due for payment on 15th of the following month.but payment will be by monthly account, with the total invoice falling due for payment on 15th of the following month.but payment will be by monthly account, with the total invoice falling due for payment on 15th of the following month.but payment will be by monthly account, with the total invoice falling due for payment on 15th of the following month.
C3 Late payment will be charged at 10% per month, with the whole 10% becoming operative at the moment the payment becomesLate payment will be charged at 10% per month, with the whole 10% becoming operative at the moment the payment becomesLate payment will be charged at 10% per month, with the whole 10% becoming operative at the moment the payment becomesLate payment will be charged at 10% per month, with the whole 10% becoming operative at the moment the payment becomesLate payment will be charged at 10% per month, with the whole 10% becoming operative at the moment the payment becomesLate payment will be charged at 10% per month, with the whole 10% becoming operative at the moment the payment becomesLate payment will be charged at 10% per month, with the whole 10% becoming operative at the moment the payment becomesLate payment will be charged at 10% per month, with the whole 10% becoming operative at the moment the payment becomesLate payment will be charged at 10% per month, with the whole 10% becoming operative at the moment the payment becomesLate payment will be charged at 10% per month, with the whole 10% becoming operative at the moment the payment becomesLate payment will be charged at 10% per month, with the whole 10% becoming operative at the moment the payment becomes

overdue each month.overdue each month.overdue each month.

D Other termsOther terms
D1 Returned cheques: For customer paying for reservations by cheque, where the cheque is returned by the bank as not valid,Returned cheques: For customer paying for reservations by cheque, where the cheque is returned by the bank as not valid,Returned cheques: For customer paying for reservations by cheque, where the cheque is returned by the bank as not valid,Returned cheques: For customer paying for reservations by cheque, where the cheque is returned by the bank as not valid,Returned cheques: For customer paying for reservations by cheque, where the cheque is returned by the bank as not valid,Returned cheques: For customer paying for reservations by cheque, where the cheque is returned by the bank as not valid,Returned cheques: For customer paying for reservations by cheque, where the cheque is returned by the bank as not valid,Returned cheques: For customer paying for reservations by cheque, where the cheque is returned by the bank as not valid,Returned cheques: For customer paying for reservations by cheque, where the cheque is returned by the bank as not valid,Returned cheques: For customer paying for reservations by cheque, where the cheque is returned by the bank as not valid,Returned cheques: For customer paying for reservations by cheque, where the cheque is returned by the bank as not valid,

the customer shall replace the cheque with certified funds within 72 hours, plus an additional 5% charge, or booking the customer shall replace the cheque with certified funds within 72 hours, plus an additional 5% charge, or booking the customer shall replace the cheque with certified funds within 72 hours, plus an additional 5% charge, or booking the customer shall replace the cheque with certified funds within 72 hours, plus an additional 5% charge, or booking the customer shall replace the cheque with certified funds within 72 hours, plus an additional 5% charge, or booking the customer shall replace the cheque with certified funds within 72 hours, plus an additional 5% charge, or booking the customer shall replace the cheque with certified funds within 72 hours, plus an additional 5% charge, or booking the customer shall replace the cheque with certified funds within 72 hours, plus an additional 5% charge, or booking the customer shall replace the cheque with certified funds within 72 hours, plus an additional 5% charge, or booking the customer shall replace the cheque with certified funds within 72 hours, plus an additional 5% charge, or booking the customer shall replace the cheque with certified funds within 72 hours, plus an additional 5% charge, or booking 
shall be automatically cancelled.shall be automatically cancelled.shall be automatically cancelled.shall be automatically cancelled.

D2 Disputes: Any disagreements about reservation or payments or complaints about quality or service should be made in writing Disputes: Any disagreements about reservation or payments or complaints about quality or service should be made in writing Disputes: Any disagreements about reservation or payments or complaints about quality or service should be made in writing Disputes: Any disagreements about reservation or payments or complaints about quality or service should be made in writing Disputes: Any disagreements about reservation or payments or complaints about quality or service should be made in writing Disputes: Any disagreements about reservation or payments or complaints about quality or service should be made in writing Disputes: Any disagreements about reservation or payments or complaints about quality or service should be made in writing Disputes: Any disagreements about reservation or payments or complaints about quality or service should be made in writing Disputes: Any disagreements about reservation or payments or complaints about quality or service should be made in writing Disputes: Any disagreements about reservation or payments or complaints about quality or service should be made in writing Disputes: Any disagreements about reservation or payments or complaints about quality or service should be made in writing 
to the hotel within 7 days or will be deemed that they did not occur and no compromise will be made to outstanding monies.to the hotel within 7 days or will be deemed that they did not occur and no compromise will be made to outstanding monies.to the hotel within 7 days or will be deemed that they did not occur and no compromise will be made to outstanding monies.to the hotel within 7 days or will be deemed that they did not occur and no compromise will be made to outstanding monies.to the hotel within 7 days or will be deemed that they did not occur and no compromise will be made to outstanding monies.to the hotel within 7 days or will be deemed that they did not occur and no compromise will be made to outstanding monies.to the hotel within 7 days or will be deemed that they did not occur and no compromise will be made to outstanding monies.to the hotel within 7 days or will be deemed that they did not occur and no compromise will be made to outstanding monies.to the hotel within 7 days or will be deemed that they did not occur and no compromise will be made to outstanding monies.to the hotel within 7 days or will be deemed that they did not occur and no compromise will be made to outstanding monies.to the hotel within 7 days or will be deemed that they did not occur and no compromise will be made to outstanding monies.

D3 Disputes: In the case of a dispute on an invoice, only the amount under dispute may be withheld from prompt payment.Disputes: In the case of a dispute on an invoice, only the amount under dispute may be withheld from prompt payment.Disputes: In the case of a dispute on an invoice, only the amount under dispute may be withheld from prompt payment.Disputes: In the case of a dispute on an invoice, only the amount under dispute may be withheld from prompt payment.Disputes: In the case of a dispute on an invoice, only the amount under dispute may be withheld from prompt payment.Disputes: In the case of a dispute on an invoice, only the amount under dispute may be withheld from prompt payment.Disputes: In the case of a dispute on an invoice, only the amount under dispute may be withheld from prompt payment.Disputes: In the case of a dispute on an invoice, only the amount under dispute may be withheld from prompt payment.Disputes: In the case of a dispute on an invoice, only the amount under dispute may be withheld from prompt payment.Disputes: In the case of a dispute on an invoice, only the amount under dispute may be withheld from prompt payment.Disputes: In the case of a dispute on an invoice, only the amount under dispute may be withheld from prompt payment.
D4 Currency:All prices are quoted in USD$ and all payments must be made in USD$ or other currencies at the hotel's discretionAll prices are quoted in USD$ and all payments must be made in USD$ or other currencies at the hotel's discretionAll prices are quoted in USD$ and all payments must be made in USD$ or other currencies at the hotel's discretionAll prices are quoted in USD$ and all payments must be made in USD$ or other currencies at the hotel's discretionAll prices are quoted in USD$ and all payments must be made in USD$ or other currencies at the hotel's discretionAll prices are quoted in USD$ and all payments must be made in USD$ or other currencies at the hotel's discretionAll prices are quoted in USD$ and all payments must be made in USD$ or other currencies at the hotel's discretionAll prices are quoted in USD$ and all payments must be made in USD$ or other currencies at the hotel's discretionAll prices are quoted in USD$ and all payments must be made in USD$ or other currencies at the hotel's discretionAll prices are quoted in USD$ and all payments must be made in USD$ or other currencies at the hotel's discretion

and at the hotel's exchange rates.and at the hotel's exchange rates.and at the hotel's exchange rates.and at the hotel's exchange rates.
D5 Taxes: Prices include VAT and other applicable taxes and feesTaxes: Prices include VAT and other applicable taxes and feesTaxes: Prices include VAT and other applicable taxes and feesTaxes: Prices include VAT and other applicable taxes and feesTaxes: Prices include VAT and other applicable taxes and feesTaxes: Prices include VAT and other applicable taxes and feesTaxes: Prices include VAT and other applicable taxes and fees

E Methods of paymentsMethods of paymentsMethods of payments
E1 Cheques payable to : Cheques payable to : CHECHEVULE LTDCHECHEVULE LTDCHECHEVULE LTD
E2 Transfers to :Transfers to : CHECHEVULE P.O.BOX 3705 STONE TOWN - ZANZIBARCHECHEVULE P.O.BOX 3705 STONE TOWN - ZANZIBARCHECHEVULE P.O.BOX 3705 STONE TOWN - ZANZIBARCHECHEVULE P.O.BOX 3705 STONE TOWN - ZANZIBARCHECHEVULE P.O.BOX 3705 STONE TOWN - ZANZIBARCHECHEVULE P.O.BOX 3705 STONE TOWN - ZANZIBAR

DIAMOND TRUST BANK TANZANIADIAMOND TRUST BANK TANZANIADIAMOND TRUST BANK TANZANIADIAMOND TRUST BANK TANZANIA
ZANZIBAR BRANCHZANZIBAR BRANCHZANZIBAR BRANCH
SWIFT CODE: DTKETZTZSWIFT CODE: DTKETZTZSWIFT CODE: DTKETZTZ

USD ACCOUNT: 0881 899 002USD ACCOUNT: 0881 899 002USD ACCOUNT: 0881 899 002USD ACCOUNT: 0881 899 002
TSH ACCOUNT : 0881 899 001TSH ACCOUNT : 0881 899 001TSH ACCOUNT : 0881 899 001TSH ACCOUNT : 0881 899 001

Transfer bank charges are NOT for CheCheVuleTransfer bank charges are NOT for CheCheVuleTransfer bank charges are NOT for CheCheVuleTransfer bank charges are NOT for CheCheVuleTransfer bank charges are NOT for CheCheVuleTransfer bank charges are NOT for CheCheVule

E3 CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS ARE NOT ACCEPTEDCREDIT CARD PAYMENTS ARE NOT ACCEPTEDCREDIT CARD PAYMENTS ARE NOT ACCEPTEDCREDIT CARD PAYMENTS ARE NOT ACCEPTEDCREDIT CARD PAYMENTS ARE NOT ACCEPTEDCREDIT CARD PAYMENTS ARE NOT ACCEPTED

F Bookings procedureBookings procedureBookings procedure
F1 All bookings must include the following information  if they are to be accepted by the hotel:All bookings must include the following information  if they are to be accepted by the hotel:All bookings must include the following information  if they are to be accepted by the hotel:All bookings must include the following information  if they are to be accepted by the hotel:All bookings must include the following information  if they are to be accepted by the hotel:All bookings must include the following information  if they are to be accepted by the hotel:All bookings must include the following information  if they are to be accepted by the hotel:All bookings must include the following information  if they are to be accepted by the hotel:All bookings must include the following information  if they are to be accepted by the hotel:All bookings must include the following information  if they are to be accepted by the hotel:

* Number of adults / children ( with ages for children)* Number of adults / children ( with ages for children)* Number of adults / children ( with ages for children)* Number of adults / children ( with ages for children)* Number of adults / children ( with ages for children)* Number of adults / children ( with ages for children) * Method of payment* Method of payment* Method of payment
* Room type : single / double / twin / family ( adjoining rooms)* Room type : single / double / twin / family ( adjoining rooms)* Room type : single / double / twin / family ( adjoining rooms)* Room type : single / double / twin / family ( adjoining rooms)* Room type : single / double / twin / family ( adjoining rooms)* Room type : single / double / twin / family ( adjoining rooms)* Voucher number (where applicable)* Voucher number (where applicable)* Voucher number (where applicable)* Voucher number (where applicable)
* Special requirements ( such as vegetarian, honeymoon ect.)* Special requirements ( such as vegetarian, honeymoon ect.)* Special requirements ( such as vegetarian, honeymoon ect.)* Special requirements ( such as vegetarian, honeymoon ect.)* Special requirements ( such as vegetarian, honeymoon ect.)* Special requirements ( such as vegetarian, honeymoon ect.)* Estimated arrival time* Estimated arrival time* Estimated arrival time

F2 If a booking is received without adequate information, then the booking party will be informed by the hotel by returnIf a booking is received without adequate information, then the booking party will be informed by the hotel by returnIf a booking is received without adequate information, then the booking party will be informed by the hotel by returnIf a booking is received without adequate information, then the booking party will be informed by the hotel by returnIf a booking is received without adequate information, then the booking party will be informed by the hotel by returnIf a booking is received without adequate information, then the booking party will be informed by the hotel by returnIf a booking is received without adequate information, then the booking party will be informed by the hotel by returnIf a booking is received without adequate information, then the booking party will be informed by the hotel by returnIf a booking is received without adequate information, then the booking party will be informed by the hotel by returnIf a booking is received without adequate information, then the booking party will be informed by the hotel by returnIf a booking is received without adequate information, then the booking party will be informed by the hotel by return
and the booking will not be confirmed until the full information is provided.and the booking will not be confirmed until the full information is provided.and the booking will not be confirmed until the full information is provided.and the booking will not be confirmed until the full information is provided.and the booking will not be confirmed until the full information is provided.and the booking will not be confirmed until the full information is provided.and the booking will not be confirmed until the full information is provided.and the booking will not be confirmed until the full information is provided.




